Abstract. Recent i m p r o vements in LANs make network of workstations a good alternative to traditional parallel computers in some applications. MPI (Message Passing Interface) standard library implementation for network of workstation holds great promise in providing both portability and performance. However, some authors point out if this hardware improvements are not supported with a reduction of software overhead, this overhead will dominate communication cost, and many applications may no bene t from the advancements in network hardware. In this paper we p r e s e n t an exhaustive study of MPICH implementation of MPI standard for this environment, analyzing added overhead of each l a yer. Finally, w e propose modi cations to network interface to reduce the xed overhead of transmission.
Introduction
Research in parallel computing has traditionally focused on multicomputers and shared memory multiprocessors. Currently, networks of workstations (NOWs) are being considered as a good alternative to parallel computers. That is due to there are high performance workstations with microprocessors that challenge custom-made architectures. This class of workstations is widely available at relatively low cost. Furthermore, these networks provide the wiring exibility, scalability and incremental expansion capability required in this environment.
Nowadays, and following the principle of allowing the production of portable software, NOWs are programmed using conventional imperative languages, enhanced with communication libraries such as PVM or MPI to implement message passing and synchronization among processes. MPI 5] holds great promise in providing both portability and, through a very rich model for inter-process communication, performance e ciency for application, library and compiler developers. The active participation of numerous vendors in the standardization process and the appearance of both portable and platform-speci c implementations of the library bode well for its success. In this environment, the e ciency ? This work was supported in part by the Spanish CICYT under Grant TIC94-0510-C02-02 of parallel applications is maximized when the workload is evenly distributed among workstations and the overhead introduced in the parallelization process is minimized: the cost of communication and synchronization operations must be kept as low as possible. In order to achieve t h i s , t h e i n terconnection subsystem used to support the interchange of messages must be fast enough to avoid becoming a bottleneck. Communication performance at the application level depends on the collaboration of all components in the communication system, especially the network interface hardware and the low-level communication software that bridges the hardware and the application. Currently, there are new layers with reduced overheads (that is, on the scale of tens of instructions per message). Active Messages 4] is one of this. Traditionally, latency and throughput are the two parameters used to indicate the performance of an interconnection network. Although these parameters are very related, it is easier to increase the peak throughput -achievable for long messages-, but it is harder to reduce the latency -because the software overhead-. Unfortunately, the performance of parallel applications is very sensitive t o latency when interchanging small messages among parallel processes. In this paper, we report the experimental data obtained from running tests on a cluster of workstations based on a Fast Ethernet card. In the past, benchmark results of MPI were carried out for workstation clusters for both point-to-point and collective communication 7] 6]. Our paper has two new approaches with respect these previous reports. By one hand, we analyze the software overhead for MPICH subroutine among the di erent levels that it can be decomposed. In this way, w e can x the di erent l e v els of software overhead and try to reduce it. By other hand, we compare the performance between the two current implementations of Ethernet: 10 Mbps and 100 Mbps. Our investigation suggests various ways to improve the performance of NOWs. This will make N O Ws a competitive approach to parallel distributed computation for an important class of applications.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In the next section a brief introduction to the MPI communication library is made. Then, we describe deeper the main parameters to characterize the performance of a NOW. In section 4, a description of the important MPICH layers is shown. The results of running test programs are analyzed in section 5. Finally, some conclusions and ways of future work are drawn.
MPI: A standard for parallel programming
In order to this paper be self-contained, we are going to introduce brie y the main concepts of MPI. Message Passing Interface (MPI) has become an emerging standard for implementing message-based parallel programs in distributedmemory computing environments. One major goal of the MPI is to provide a widely portable and ease-of-use programming library without sacri cing the performance. To establish an e cient standard for many platforms, the MPI provides several mechanisms to perform point-to-point and collective communications. The performance of these mechanisms may b e v aried depending on the software implementation and the underlying hardware. Several other features, such as derived datatype, persistent communication, and group concept, are also introduced to improve the ease-of-use. However, if the MPI is not carefully implemented, the communication cost can be so expensive that programs may n o t gain any bene t from parallel processing.
MPI is only a standard upon which many implementations exist. The one we have used is MPICH that is a portable implementation of MPI developed jointly by Argonne National Laboratory and Mississippi State University. MPICH contains an abstract device interface (ADI) upon which a high-level message passing application programmer interface such as MPI can be implemented. The ADI performs four main functions: sending and receiving, data transfer, queuing, and device-dependent functions.
In our case, we can di erentiate four levels, each one provides support for the next level: sockets, p4, ADI and MPICH.
Characterizing the Network Interface Performance
In this section we p r o p o s e a p o i n t-to-point c o m m unication model for multilayer network interface. Modeling a communication system require to measure a number of parameters enough to characterize the performance of the key resources. Several authors have proposed models in order to achieve this goal.
In 2], authors de ne the LogP model where a point-to-point message communication is characterized by four parameters: L, the latency experienced in each communication event o, the total length of time that a processor is engaged in the transmission or reception of each message g, the minimum time interval between consecutive sends or successive receives by a processor, and P, the number of processor/memory modules.
In 6], authors propose other parameters to characterize a message transmission between two processes: t send , t h e s p e n d t i m e t o d o t h e p a c ket processing, mainly message copying, packetizing, and checksum computing, t net , the delay in the communication channel, and ,t recv , the processing packet time in the receiver.
Both models show problems in a multilayer communication system. For low level communication systems, as active messages 4] and multiprocessor communication, an accurate parameter measurement is possible for the LogP model. In a m ultilayer environment, the real overhead and latency is hidden to the upper layer by the lower one. The splitting packet processing between all these layers and the extensive using of queuing in each l a yer make di cult an accuracy measure of L and o. In the second model, we only measure the overhead seen by t h e upper level, the total overhead is hidden.
More than an accurate measure of temporal cost of each communication stage, we are interesting in determine the di erence between xed temporal cost and cost per byte in each message. So we propose a simpler model where each point-to-point c o m m unication time is modeled as t(n) = send + n + recv (1) where send and recv are the xed temporal cost in the sender and receiver, respectively, a n d is the extra cost per byte. For convenience, we consider send equal to recv . In this case, equation 1 follows as t(n) = 2 + n (2) As we h a ve noted in the experimental results, this assumption is correct due to linear behavior of temporal curves.
Software overhead in MPICH
As Local Area Networks improve the performance, their interfaces, resources, organization, and integration into their host computer become increasingly important. Recent papers have pointed out that announced performance for such as LANs could su er a severe degradation due to overhead in communication software. With the announcement of Ethernet Gigabit standard for this year, bottlenecks study and alternative solutions become essential.
To make a n e x h a u s t i v e study software overhead, we w i l l e v aluate the communication channel performance at several layers in the protocol stack in order to identi cate bottlenecks. Using this technique we can measure the added overhead of each l a yer, the total software overhead and the network congestion.
In order to measure the capability degradation in low latency LANs, probes we are made in both Ethernet and Fast Ethernet environments. Comparing results in both cases, we w ant t o d i s c o ver critical bottlenecks in order to achieve a better network performance.
We h a ve centered our study in the MPICH implementation of MPI standard library. W e can see an overview of MPICH software layers in gure 1.
To measure the added overhead of MPICH implementation, we decided to apply our model in the three main layers: MPICH layer, socket TCP layer, and driver layer. Modeling the MPICH layer inform us about the whole overhead seen by users programs. The socket layer parameters tell us about the optimizations provided by the operating system. Finally, a driver layer characterization shows the maximum performance achieved by the card. In order to evaluate this last level, we h a ve used the modi ed version of active messages (AM) implemented by the University of Genoa 1].
5 Result evaluation
Hardware and Software platforms
We have performed our tests on a cluster of workstations with Intel Pentium 200Mhz processor, 32 Mbytes main memory, 256KBytes cache memory, 1GByte IDE hard disk and Fast Ethernet 3Com 905-network adapter.
The operating system used is Linux 2.0.27 and the MPI implementation is MPICH 1.0.13. 
The test program
To evaluate and parameters, we make use of Ping-Pong test. This test program is written in standard C. The best compiler option is always applied, unless otherwise noted. The test Ping-Pong is a simple echo between two adjacent nodes. A receiving node simply echoes back whatever it is sent, and the sending node measures round-trip time. Times are collected for some number of iterations (we have used 2000) over various messages sizes. Data rate, or bandwidth, is calculated from the number of bytes sent d i v i d e d by half the round-trip time. The minimal time, the maximal time and the mean time from all processes are collected. To i n terpret the results, we focus on the average time, because they are more representatives of the performance the user can obtain from the machine.
Results
The results that we have obtained can be seen in the follow gures. We have di erentiated between short messages (from 0 to 4192 bytes) and long messages (from 6 Kbytes to 22 Kbytes). For AM, an overrun problem arises for messages longer than 8 Kbytes. To a void this problem we split long messages into chunks shorter than 8 Kbytes that are sent consecutively. Another important f a c t i s t h a t we h a ve h a d t o c hange from 3:5 to 5:3 the Rx:Tx RAM split parameter in the network adapter in order to limit overrun problem due to receiver saturation. This change has improved the network behavior. Figure 2 shows us bandwidth achieved by MPICH for 10 and 100 Mbps Ethernet. From these results, an important di erent b e t ween 10Mbps and 100Mbps networks arises. In 10 Mbps Ethernet performance is limited by network bandwidth, while in Fast Ethernet software overhead becomes the bottleneck. This 
Analysis of results
From gures shown in previous section several interesting conclusions follow. First of all, contrary to what it can be thought, MPICH overhead is mainly due to socket layer. TCP layer software overhead represents from 75% to 81% of MPICH overall time. Besides, the curve parallel behavior suggests this overhead remains constant regardless message size.
Another interesting fact that can be noted is there are three zones of linear behavior regard message size. Table 2 . Linear regression coe cients and correlation coe cient for main layers.
From both tables we note that is usually much bigger than . In some cases, is more than 1400 times , so a future optimization approach m ust focus on reducing communication constant factors. This problem is especially important in short messages where the start-up time dominate the communication cost.
One approach t o s o l v e this is using active messages. Active messages reduce both factors eliminating message bu ering and providing a thin software layer between hardware and user applications. Another approach to reduce the software overhead is to use a complementary solution named virtual circuit caching (VCC) 3]. In this approach, the xed communication cost, , is amortized along several messages allowing a reduction e ective communication time per message. The VCC model enables reduction in communication overheads by allocating communication resources once (e.g., bu ers, interface channels) and re-using them for multiple messages to the same destinations. Currently, w e h a ve carried out some tests based on this approach. Preliminary experiments with this technique show hopeful results.
6 Conclusions and future work.
As we have shown in previous section, software overhead becomes the main problem as increasing raw n e t work performance. We h a ve modeled this overhead as a xed cost per message, , and a cost per transmitted byte, . F or MPICH implementation, TCP layer software overhead range from 75% to 81% overall time. We also have noted that is usually much bigger than , so a future optimization approach m ust focus on reducing communication constant factors. Now we are working with a new approach named Virtual Circuit Caching (VCC). This technique is a complementary one to Active Messages. The VCC model enables reduction in communication overheads by allocating communication resources once and re-using them for multiple messages to the same destinations. Preliminary experiments with this technique show hopeful results.
